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BLUE KEY CHOOSES ELEVEN PLEDGES
Present Form Cap­
italism Will Not 
Survive, Says Davis
Yale Philanthropist Urges 
Organization; Convo 
Attracts Many
“ You must organize as university 
students against the present economic 
system,” was the stimulating advice 
of Jerome Davis, famous author and 
lecturer from Yale university, who 
spoke before a representative audience 
of students, faculty members, and 
townspeople in Murkland auditorium 
Wednesday evening. The eminent so­
ciologist was introduced by the head 
of the sociology department, Dr. Coul­
ter, who challenged Dr. Davis to ans­
wer the question of his topic, “ Will 
Capitalism Survive?”
“ Colleges and universities are hav­
ing a bird’s eye view perspective of 
the whole economic order,” stated Dr. 
Davis, himself a college graduate, hav­
ing received his A.B. and D.D. from 
Oberlin college, an A.M. from Colum­
bia in 1922, and an LL.D. from Hills­
dale college. “ Our universities and 
colleges are closely related to the 
economic system which imbues our 
minds with unconscious prejudices,” 
he continued. “ Start organizing again­
st the status quo now while you are in 
college.”  Dr. Davis urged the organiza­
tions of liberal clubs and student fo ­
rums in particular.
“ Capitalism as we have it today will 
Capitalism 
(continued on page four)
Scene: A room in Hetzel hall. 
“  ’ to die,— to sleep,—
To sleep! perchance to dream!
ay, there’s the rub;
For in that sleep of death— ’ ”
The reader looked up from his 
•book and surveyed his audience. 
They were all leaning forward in 
their chairs, hanging on his 
words. One sophomore shook 
his head slowly as though in 
wonderment and breathed, “ Gee 
ain’t that some culture!”
Soph Hop Will 
Attract Many
Miss 1938, Elected 
Campus Votes to 
Be Presented
by
PRES. LEWIS RESTS 
IN DOVER HOSPITAL
President Edward M. Lewis is rest­
ing at the Wentworth Hospital in Do­
ver after successfully undergoing a 
surgical operation for internal dis­
order Monday.
The only information made public 
this week was in the form of a note 
written by the president which said, 
“ President Edward M. Lewis entered 
the Wentworth hospital today to un­
dergo a surgical operation. It is ex­
pected that he will be able to return to 
his desk on or about March 1.”
All last week President Lewis was 
under observation at the hospital to 
determine whether or not the opera­
tion would be advisable.
The Sophomore Hop, Winter term’s 
second large social event, will be held 
in the Men’s gymnasium tomorrow 
evening, Washington’s birthday.
This year the Hop is featuring the 
ever popular Ken Reeves and his or­
chestra whose music has been heard 
in many of the best ballrooms in this 
country and Europe.
Miss 1938, elected this year under 
a new system, will be presented during 
the intermission. Instead of being 
selected by the limited vote of judges 
she was voted on by the entire student 
body, yesterday.
The decorations for the dance are 
to be in keeping with the celebration of 
George Washington’s birthday.
Special invitation has been sent to 
the University o f Maine’s winter sports 
team“ which meets the Wildcats in the 
afternoon.
The chaperones for the dance will 
be Mr. and Mrs. Edward Y. Blewett 
and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lundholm.
Work on New Field To 
Be Done Under W .P.A.
Harold W. Loveren, Superintendent 
of Property, said this week that work 
on the new recreation field will begin 
as soon as possible, and that the work 
will be done under the W.P.A. This 
work will include surfacing the tennis 
courts, rubbing up the concrete and 
grading. The final surface on the 
running track will be laid, and the 
northwest field will be treated with 
loam and grass seed.
Fifteen Seniors 
Bid Phi Kappa Phi
Brings Total to About 
Ten Percent of the 
Senior Class
Fifteen seniors were elected to Phi 
Kappa Phi, National honorary scho­
lastic fraternity, last Monday. These 
added to the 22 elected last November, 
brings the total selections for the year 
to approximately ten percent of the 
Senior class.
There were twelve from the College 
of Liberal Arts, and three from the 
College of Technology. Those elected 
from the College o f Liberal Arts: 
Eleanora Doris Boston, Esther Fisher 
Carnegie, Evelyn Francis Craton, Eli­
zabeth Ella Davison, Yincena Mary 
Drago, Beatrice Fuller, Alice Mary 
Gould, Helen Henderson, Haruko Irene 
Kawasaki, Maurice Eugene Leroy 
Frances Evelyn Tuttle, Carolyn Pem­
berton Welch.
Students elected from the College of 
Technology: Arthur William Bryan 
Shubel Carpenter Haley, Ralph Wit­
ney Robbins.
The winter initiation and banquet 
will be held Wednesday evening, Feb. 
26. The speakers will be Arthur A. 
Hauck, president of the University of 
Maine, and Dr. A. E. Richards, head 
of the English department at the Uni­
versity of New Hampshire.
Election to Phi Kappa Phi is based 
on scholastic attainments, and the stu­
dent’s record at every institution of 
collegiate grade which he has attend­
ed is considered. In November, three 
students from the College of Agricul­




President of Kappa Sigma. 
Scabbard and Blade, Casque and 
Casket, Hockey.
Ben Lang 
Alpha Tau Omega, Football.
Robert Manchester 
Vice-president of Class, Theta 
Chi, Hockey, Track, Scabbard 
and Blade.
Ed son Mattice 
Lambda Chi Alpha, Business 
Manager of “ Granite,” Casque 
and Casket, Sphinx, Scabbard & 
Blade.
Herbert Merrill
Lambda Chi Alpha, Treasur­
er of Football, Hockey, Lacros­
se.
Mike* Mirey 
Lambda Chi Alpha president 
Football, Winter Sports, Base­
ball.
Allan Mitchner
Theta Chi, Football, Hockey 
Lacrosse.
Kenneth Norris 
President o f Class, Theta Chi 
Hockey, Secretary of Student 
Council.
Gerald Quadros
Theta Kappa Phi, Football 
Sphinx.
Homer Verville 
Editor of The New Hampshire. 
Treasurer of Student Council. 
Scabbard and Blade, Gamma 
Kappa.
William Wilson
Lambda Chi Alpha, Hockey 
Track, Scabbard and Blade.
Character, Personality, Ach­




Galsworthy was an aristocrat who, 
unlike other aristocrats, had a breadth 
of vision and of sympathy that eman­
cipated him from the prejudices and 
the traditions of his caste. He had, 
as Matthew Arnold said of Sophocles, 
the vision that “ saw life steadily and 
saw it whole.”
He sympathized with, and under­
stood, the aristocrat and the worker, 
the rich and the poor. He saw all 
sides of all social and economic ques­
tions, and with a rare liberalism saw 
that each and every class had a good 
argument to sustain its views, that 
each class and each individual had 
blind spots in its vision. And what 
he saw he set down without prejudice 
without anger, without taking sides. 
“ Here is the picture,”  he seems to say., 
“ isn’t it complicated? Isn’t it pitiful? 
How can it be changed? Frankly, I 
don’t know. But here it is.”
This quality of non-discriminating 
sympathy has given Galsworthy’s 
work what critics call “ a classic de­
tachment.”  The “ Strife” he reveals, 
the pathetic results o f the clash of
capital and labor, in “ Justice” he 
shows us how good laws, well adminis­
tered, can result in heart breaking 
injustice; in “ Loyalties” he shows 
with relentless truth and utter impar­
tiality, the tragedy that can result 
from men’s conflicting allegiances and 
the natural and laudable instincts in 
mankind.
To the depiction, on the stage, of the 
tragic lot of man, Galsworthy brings 
a magnificent mastery of the techni­
que of the theater.
Great in three forms of literary ex­
pression, the essay, the novel, and the 
play, Galsworthy is perhaps at his 
best in drama. And “ The Silver Box” 
is one of his greatest dramatic mas­
terpieces.
In the field of contemporary opinion 
it may be interesting to cite Miss 
Drew, English literary critic and au­
thor who spoke at convocation recent­
ly. In answer to a question, she said, 
“ ‘The Silver Box’ is one of the finest 
plays of the last generation and one 




Tonkin, In M.E. Lab, Shops 
Around and Gets 
Bargain
The word Yankee is identified with 
shrewdness and the ability to strike a 
good bargain. When one considers the 
way in which John C. Tonkin, an in­
structor in mechanical engineering 
has gone about securing new equip­
ment, at little or no expense, it is not 
difficult to see why this is so. He has 
just purchased the parts for five new 
motor driven lathes from the Flather 
Company, which was in the process 
of building these machines when they 
were forced into bankruptcey.
But the amazing thing is that he 
only paid junk prices for these ma­
chines that will be worth $1500 each 
when they are assembled. The as­
sembly work is being done by student 
labor, and they have one almost com­
pleted. Ten old lathes, which are now 
of no use to him are being traded to 
the Reynolds Machine Co., of Provi­
dence, R. I., for a surface grinder as 
well as several other smaller machin­
es. Thus at comparatively little ex­
pense Mr. Tonkin has secured several 
new and valuable machines that the 
Shop needs badly.
To illustrate the great variety of 
work that is being done in the Shops 
Mr. Tonkin stated that they are now 
starting work on ten potters’ wheels, 
and two kilns. This sounded as if we 
were returning to the primitive ways 
of our forefathers, but on inquiry Mr. 
Tonkin revealed that they were being 
made for the Pottery department; 
which teaches handicraft work.
Chemistry Dept, to 
Hold“Open House”
Honorary Chemistry Society 
to Help Present Chem 
Exhibits, Feb. 27
Eleven Juniors have been pledged to 
Blue Key it was announced today by 
Austin McOaffery, president o f the 
Senior honorary society. These are 
William Facey, Ben Lang, Kenneth 
Norris, Edson Mattice, Herbert Mer­
rill, Mike Mirey, Allan Mitchner, Ro­
bert Manchester, Gerald Quadros, Ho­
mer Verville and William Wilson.
These men have been selected by 
present members of Blue Key as the 
most outstanding in their class. Popu­
larity was not the deciding element. 
Character, personality, achievement 
and scholarship were among the points 
which aided in the selection o f the 
pledges.
“ We feel as though we have chosen 
the finest men in the class to carry 
on the work o f the organization,”  
McCaffery stated. “ We expect an even 
bigger year for Blue Key next year.”
The initiation of the pledges will 
take place in May at the formal ban­
quet. The new members will start 
immediately in their new work.
The Senior honorary society has 
been very active during the past year., 
holding a successful mayorality cam­
paign, a gala stunt night, and several 
football rallies. The organization has 
cared for the wildcat “ Butch,”  New 
Hampshire’s famed mascot, and is at 
present working on a courtesy pro­
gram which will be taken up by the 
various organizations in the near fu­
ture.
Alumnus Gives Cinders 
for New Tennis Courts
The Chemistry department in con­
junction with Alpha jGhi Sigma, honor­
ary chemistry society, will hold its 
annual “ open house” February 27, be­
tween 7:30 and 9:30 according to Dr. 
Iddles of that department.
This year the department, taking a 
departure from previous years, is plan­
ning a large .number of 'exhibits show­
ing various experiments in operation. 
For example, in addition to other mo­
dern balances, an extensive exhibit is 
planned on the development of the 
chemical balance from the simple 
hornplar balance to the most inde­
pendent analytical balance operating 
with a key board. Another exhibit 
will show several methods of measur­
ing temperature with the use of va- 
ous kinds of thermometers.
An exhibit showing the use of chem­
ical reaction in a toy train; electro­
plating silver on silverware, and a 
series of experiments showing appara­
tus and assemblies for various kinds 
of distillation will be only a few of 
the many interesting exhibits to be 
presented 'to the public. They will be 
listed in chronological order according 
to rooms, and supervised by chemistry 
students, who can explain in detail the
John Elliot, ’15, alumni trustee, knew 
that the University needed cinders for 
the new recreation field, and gave to 
Harold W. Loveren, Superintendent 
of Property, 30 truckloads of cinders 
for the new tennis courts it was learn­
ed today. Mr. Loveren said that El­
liot has informed him that there are 
30 more truckloads of cinders waiting 
and may be had as soon as they can 
be trucked away from the Madbury 
road greenhouses.
NEW BOOKS
Latest additions to the library fol­
low: “ Science Versus Crime” by Hen­
ry Morton RobiVison; “ What Does 
America Mean?” by Alexander Miekle- 
john; “ Facing Two Ways,” by Bar­
oness Shidzue Ishimoto; “ The Diary of 
Samuel Pepys,” by Franklin P. Ad­
ams; “ The Woollcott Reader,” by Al­
exander Woollcott; “ Victorious Troy,” 
by John Masefield; “ If I Have Four 
Apples,” by Josephine Lawrence; 
“ With Napoleon in Russia,” memoirs 
of General de Caulaincourt; “ Cbunt 
Rumford of Massachusetts,” by James 
Alden Thompson; “ Beaumarchais,”  by 
Paul Frischauer; “ This Trade of Writ­
ing,” by Edward Weeks; “ The Ameri­
can College and University,” by Ghas. 
F. Thwing; “ Revolt on the Campus,” 
by James Wechsler; “ And Gladly 
Teach,” by Bliss Perry.
significance of the various chemical 
processes.
After Class
You can hit the spot with one 
of our delicious hamburgers
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WASTED WORDS
Criticism is a powerful and bene- 
ficient force if it is intelligently made 
and then backed by determined ac­
tion. It is a force which brings pro­
gress, and without it no institution or 
system can long survive. There are 
two kinds of criticism and many types 
of critics.
We seem to have on this campus 
many critics of a rather usual sort. 
They find plenty to criticize yet they 
are content to just sit around and tear 
down. They have nothing to offer as 
a solution to these evils they think 
they see. This attitude is common 
today and results in absolutely noth­
ing. It is very easy to sit serenly in 
the shade and criticize those working 
in the sun.
Student government is as highly or­
ganized here as it is in any college in 
the country. Every idea for improve­
ment of conditions can get a hearing 
from the administration and the whole 
student body. The existence of the 
blanket tax and the semester plan 
prove that constructive criticism is 
acted on, that good ideas backed by 
concerted action will be recognized.
Instead of sulking in their tents, let 
the critics bring forward their ideas 
embody them in the proper form, and 
present them to the Student Council. 
All regular meetings of the Council 
are open to the students. The New 
Hampshire is always ready to serve 
any cause which is just and reason­
able.
Through these two mediums let the 
critics speak but let them not waste 
any more time or words in condemna­
tion until they have made a determin­
ed effort to better the conditions of 
which they prate.
Br-r-r,I t’s Cold
Leave it to the LITTLE SHOP to 
keep you “ Toast Warm” and ready 
to take your Slumber a la Vogue. 
CUDDLE into trick balbriggans 
and flannels. ($1.00 to $1.98).
Hardy souls wear broadcloth— 
($1.09), and silk ($1.98-$2.98-$3.98)
For LOUNGING, terry and cor­
duroy are tops ($2.98 to $5.98)— 
and gay balbriggans as low as 
$1.89.
T E A V I T T ’
i - i  LITTLE SHOP s
STUFF AND NONSENSE
By Roy Lovely
Without any particular insistence 
upon its validity we reprint this, from 
the Boston Transcript, for whatever it 
may be worth.
“ If you see a man riding along in 
a Rolls Royce, the chances are that he 
used to be a farmer, drawing NRA 
wages from the AAA for not growing 
things; is now getting along fine on 
relief, and is celebrating the receipt 
of his bonus money by buying a flashy 
car in expectation of his pension un­
der the Townsend plan.”
We have appointed ourself an un­
official committee of one to whoop it 
up for 'the moving picture, photograph­
ers. We are second to none in our 
admiration of fine writing, direction 
and acting, but when one considers 
that our enjoyment of all these is de­
pendent in the first place upon their 
being photographed, the cameraman 
is seen to be a pretty important fel­
low after all, in spite of his usual an­
onymity.
Everyone of the well-remembered 
moments from pictures we have seen 
owe at least part of their persuasion 
to the art of the cameraman, and in 
some cases it is the photography alone 
ve remember. “ Shanghai Express,” foi 
example. We couldn’t tell you the 
story of the picture if our life depend­
ed on it, and our memory of the cast is 
fairly nebulous. But the photography 
of Lee Garmes in this, in “ The Devil 
is a Woman,” in “ Crime without Pas­
sion” to mention but a few, is a vivid 
memory long after the rest has been 
forgotten.
And it seems highly probable that 
the most lasting memory .we all have 
of Hal Mohr. The scene in front of 
of “ Captain Blood” is the photography 
Blood’s house, in the early part of the 
picture; the scenes on the waterfront 
of Port Royal, especially the night of 
the pirate raid, are perhaps finest of 
all in this superbly photographed pic­
ture, and if we could have stills made 
of them we would not hesitate to hang 
them on the walls of the finest house 
we can imagine ourself inhabiting.
j The Magazine Shelf j
By Marguerite Campbell 
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The American University seems to 
fail in that it does not “ examine a- 
new ideas on those topics which tradi­
tion has handed down to us, to test 
them in the light of new experiences 
and of hitherto unknown facts which 
the changing social life presents.” So 
speaks Carl Joachim Friedrich in his 
article, “ Blind Alles,”  this month’s 
Atlantic. He analyzes the faults which 
have always tended to make our Am­
erican institutions inferior to foreign 
Universities: we lack the ‘esprit’, the 
vitality and time spirit which they 
characterize. In the realm of prac­
tical and conventional knowledge we 
are adequate, but our schools are con­
ducted along such lines that no sym- 
Magazine Shelf 
(continued -on page three
With Doc Henson
“ The court will come to order.”  “ I 
object!”— The charge: violation of the 
58th. Article of War (attempted de­
sertion); Trial J. A.: McLeod; De­
fense.: Galway; the accused: Doc Tool-
in—the Major was not present..........
much— the Defense scored the first 
blow on Lt. Emery (was Walt’s face 
red when they forged his name with 
a typewriter)— so Capt. Corcoran was 
in Leighton’s last night with the Trial 
J.A. (cross it out, irrelevant)— Bill 
Kidder’s new occupation as “ Manag­
er”— the Major: “ the accused hasn’t 
had the benefit of a college education.” 
I OBJECT!— (Enter 6 Junior Class 
visitors, and incidentally Duke Blewett 
was a spectator)—(Captain Tatem: 
‘that’s just what I was trying to figure 
out”— Defense Galway: “ the narrow 
minded prosecution.” Col. Low: “ ob­
jection sustained”— Exhibit B, the pic­
ture of Maimie Taylor (Toolin’s girl 
friend) found in Pvt. Ed Moody’s 
pocket, and only Roberts knows the 
picture. The Defense tried to pull an­
other picture (we recognized a certain 
Theta U’s face)— Policeman Huck 
Roberts (his uniform looked of the 
Civil War type): “ his eyes were bleary, 
his nose red, and he couldn’t stand 
up.” I object!— Asst. J. A. Williams: 
“who said anything about a bed 
check?”— Defense Galway: “ I ask that 
the entire evidence be thrown out”— 
To be continued next week. I OB­
JECT! (Ask any Senior Mil Arter for 
explanations).
Speaking with an old-timer (he 
won’t like that!) about persons com­
plaining of their names appearing in 
the Winchell column, he said the stu­
dents of today just can’t take it—hope 
Prexy Lewis is better— Jerry Quad­
ros, who’s the dark, young maiden 
fiom  Rochester?— of course you knew 
the final exam schedules are out— did 
we recognize Frank Burnham in “ Mil­
lions in the Air” ?— what about that 
blind date at Alpha Gamma, Eleanor? 
—why do Hawkeye and the Podunks 
arrive at the basketball games before 
the doors open?— congratulations on 
the newly arrived Paul Wentworth 
Monroe— what’s the secret, Genella ? 
How do you keep so many of the 
stronger sex contented?— it’s started 
we saw a couple strolling toward the 
College Woods Wednesday—we un­
derstand Bill Corcoran is a frequent 
visitor at Marston’s— so they’re going 
to start charging Wally Kimball lobby 
rent in Scott— another Alpha X i. girl, 
from one engagement (to a home town 
fellow) to one on campus—hello 
Thayer Home— Bill Knight’s pet white 
rats overstepped their affection a lit­
tle and bit him on the hand— we ad­
vise a certain Theta Chi to get a case 
of mumps before the Hop (we can’t 
understand how anyone can possibly 
take five girls to the same dance) — 
tell us who the girl is, Squire Weeks— 
we know of a certain redhead (she 
thinks she’s a blonde) who went with 
her boy friend for a walk Sunday af­
ternoon and to a movie that same 
evening with another fellow—we un­
derstand the Dean lets a Senior chem­
ist take his car so the fellow can take 
the Smith Haller for a ride— we 
wouldn’t mind owning that pair of lo3t 
mittens in the Registrar’s office 
(they’re blue with a white band and 
white NH)—Freddy Moody fights for 
the State Middleweight title at Clare­
mont on the 28th.— wonder if Chet 
Robinson-, Jimmie Ross, and Betty 
Baxter recognize the following: “ I 
need bucking up or my doom is near, 
my final breath for a mug of beer” ?— 
it will be interesting to see whether 
Walter Johnson will duplicate George 
Washington’s stunt of throwing a 
silver dollar across the Rappahannock 
on Saturday— our assistant from Het- 
zel or points North will carry on next 
time.
Hal Reeves’ brother is IT for to­
night.
You Must R ea d
ROAD TO WAR: America 
By Walter Millis
War, armaments, and neutrality le­
gislation are three terms which more 
and more are claiming the thinking of 
American people. In a world resound­
ing with the hoarse, brutal voices of 
dictators and the equally brutal clash 
of steel on steel, it is not surprising 
that such should be the case. What is 
surprising, and alarming, is that these 
words are being used almost in the 
same connections and under almost 
analogous conditions that led an emo­
tional, propaganda-drugged populace 
to the Armageddon in 1917.
Mr. Millis does not seek to draw any 
analogy between 1917 and 1936; the 
analogy comes upon the reader un­
consciously, through a natural fear on 
his part that something ominous may 
be lurking behind the daily screen of 
newspaper slush, something as omi­
nous as American participation in an­
other W'orld War. In the last one, the 
American people are unwillingly drag­
ged into it by such evil, unseen forces 
as blundering, amateur statesmen, by 
huge, patfonizing loans to the Allies, 
and by a mob hysteria bordering upon 
universal insanity.
Step by step, the author developes 
the tragic drama of a great nation 
going unwittingly to war, its puny 
diplomatic lambs duped and stung by 
the lions of English and French diplo­
macy. The figure of Colonel House 
passes across each blood-stained page 
like a haunting shadow, a shadow 
symbolical of all that is ghastly in 
war. Long before America had come 
to the critical point when the decision 
of war or peace had to be made, the 
pompous Colonel had committed his 
people to a foreign policy greatly in 
favor of the Allies. He went to Eu­
rope to “ see what he could do to create 
a genuine peace among nations,”  and 
didn’t rest from his irrational activi­
ties before he had maneuvered Wilson 
and America into the very war which 
at first he wanted to stop. It was in 
such a way that weak metal was twist­
ed by the hands of skilful foreign 
diplomats.
Important as Mr. House was in 
bringing about the murder of Ameri­
can youth, it would not be fair nor 
realistic to place all the blame on his 
frail shoulders. Mr. Millis does not 
make his book a condemnation of one 
man, but has synthesized all the hard 
inescapable facts of the pre- American 
participation in the war years; he has 
let the clear light of history penetrate 
fearlessly into the dark abyss of 
thought and action before the war, and 
has unearthed for us what years of 
bias, prejudice, and “ national honor” 
have hidden. He presents President 
Wilson, not as some haloed demi-god 
but as a man faced with the grave res­
ponsibility of keeping a nation out of 
war. Presenting him as a man, the 
author does not hesitate to present his 
faults and blunders; he does not say 
in so many words that they were blun­
ders, but the cruel fact that we fougl* 
in the war makes them self-evident. 
However, he does not deviate from 
fact and historical record, and when 
he talks about emotional, prejudiced 
.oliticians, he does not talk about them 
in any emotional way. He has the 
humaneness and intellectual honesty 
to present the true, sincere Wilson, 
as well as the political demagog. He 
records that after the President had 
read his War Message to a war-mad 
Congress, he was heard to say, “ My 
message tod ay ....w as a message of 
death for our young men. How strange 
it seems to applaud that.” And after­
ward, in the secretary’s account, the 
President broke down and wept, with 
his head on the cabinet table.
Perhaps one criticism of the Road 
to War is that it does not seek to pre­
sent the events leading up to Ameri­
ca’s entry into the war in an historical 
perspective. He deals extensively 
with details that are vital and inter­
esting in themselves, in that they were 
contributory to the human avalanche 
toward war, but he does not seek to 
make them clear-cut symbols to fit 
patterns of social, economic, and poli­
tical theory. One who has these scien­
tific patterns already in his mind finds 
it easy to pigeon-hole the details men­
tioned in the book, but one who is not 
familiar with the social sciences is 
liable to find little fact to j u s t i f y  the-
FRANKLIN
j Telephone 188-2 j
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I James Cagney, Margaret Lindsay 
Tickets Please
SUN., FEB. 23
Barretts of Wimpole S t.
Frederic March, Norma Shearer 
Charles Laughton 
Second Show at 8:45
MON.-TUES., FEB. 24-25
| ANYTHING GOES I
j Bing Crosby, Ethel Merman | 
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RECENT EVENTS
“It Can’t Happen Here” ?
Sinclair Lewis, renown creator of 
Main Street and Babbitt, recently 
startled his readers by hastely con­
structing a political novel in defense 
of American democracy and directed 
against Fascism, entitled “ It Can’t 
Happen Here.”  Prior to the publica­
tion of the novel Mr. Lewis had made 
a contract with Metro-Goldwyn-May- 
er for the filming of the novel and 
casting had subsequently been com­
pleted. At the last minute Mr. Hayes, 
“ appointed Dictator” of the motion 
picture indusrty, decided not to film 
the story, ;first, because the lily-white 
hands of Hollywood couldn’t be damn­
ed by political spots and as Mr. Hayes 
added that being uncertain of the out­
come of the coming elections he “ cer­
tainly didn’t intend to offend the Re­
publicans,”  and second, “ that the film 
will have international complications 
and may offend Mussolini or Hitler, 
the leaders of ‘friendly powers.’ ”
Indignantly, Sinclair Lewis stated 
that Hayes’ “ decision raises an ex­
tremely important and critical ques­
tion concerning free speech and free 
opinion in the United States” if “ fic- 
ion or drama dealing with public prob­
lems cannot be considered film ma­
terial.” He contends that his novel 
rates first in popularity in the nation 
“ precisely because it deals with some­
thing that is very much in the public 
mind.”  He furthermore sees no at­
tempt on the part of Hollywood to ban 
“ Fascist propaganda of which the 
world is full today.”
According 'to an A.P. dispatch both- 
Germany and Italy are “ pleased” by 
the action of Hayes, or as a Nazi o f­
ficial stated “ It is very friendly of 
America” to ban the film, for although 
he hadn’t read the book it sufficed that 
“ Lewis is a Communist.”
The American author’s statement 
ends with the dramatic and significant 
finale “ Democracy is certainly on the 
defensive when two European dicta­
tors, without opening their mouths or 
knowing anything about the issue, can 
shut down an American film causing 
a loss of $200,000 to the producer. I 
wrote ‘It Can’t Happen’, but I began 
to think it certainly can.”
ory, and will not get the full signi­
ficance of the value of the book. To 
me the significance of the Road to War 
is that it is a guide pointing out how 
far we are progressing on another 
more bloody, road to war. Recent in­
vestigations in Congress fully bear me 
out in this statement; I am referring 
to the Munitions Inquiry and to Mr. 
Carter Glass’s pounding his fists un­
til they bled. Reading this book and 
thinking of Mr. Glass makes one won­
der if the aged Senator was not in 
reality undergoing a transfusion to 
save Mr. Morgan. Road to War mak­
es one wonder of a great many other 
things.
Athletes' Foot
Here’s actual relief for this dreaded 
skin ailment
PERSICOON
Brings quick results for eczema, acne 
impetigo, burns, wounds, cold sores 
and all skin irritations.
A Powder— Easy to Apply 
Doesn’t Stain or Soil 
ON SALE AT
College Pharmacy
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Outing Club Sponsors 
of Winter Games 
Meeting
For the first time in several years 
the Faculty and Students of the Uni­
versity will have an opportunity to get 
out together on an informal Snow 
Festival to ski, snowshoe and snow­
ball. This Sunday, the Outing Club 
will sponsor a day outing at the Paw- 
tuckaway range, twenty miles west of 
Durham. The plans are to leave Bal­
lard hall at 9:30 Sunday morning, and 
return by mid-afternoon, in time for 
supper or studying. The Pawtucka- 
way Ski Club will hold open house at 
its Farm house lodge at the base of 
the South Mountain, and will serve 
lunch at noon time.
Informal competition, open to all 
will be held, in such events as a three 
legged race on snow, shoes, three leg­
ged race on skis, baseball game on 
sriowshoes, open to all comers, down­
hill race on one of the open slopes with 
an egg held in each hand, and various 
obstacle races on snowshoes and skis. 
These will all be for the enjoyment 
of those who are not expert down hill 
racers, but who are out for a good 
time.
In former years it was the custom 
of the Faculty to challenge the stu­
dents to a game of baseball on snow 
shoes during the carnival week-end 
and at the time it was an event look­
ed forward to by both students and the 
staff of the University. This year it 
is ho:ped that such informal meeting? 
can be again formed between faculty 
and students, and it is expected that 
there will be a large group going out 
on Sunday.
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
Many immitators but Only One
S IM M O N S ’
BEAUTYREST
Deep, revitalizing sleep is the 
basis of good health. See the new 
Beautyrest now— It’s guaranteed
E. Morrill Furniture Co.
60 Third St., Dover, N. H. 
Tel. 70
Maine and N. H. In Dual
Winter Sports Meet
Climaxing the schedule of the var­
sity winter sports team and inaugu­
rating the first dual winter sports 
meet of its kind in Durham, the Uni­
versity of Maine and the University 
of New Hampshire will combine in a 
test of skill, speed and endurance on 
skiis and snowshoes here tomorrow 
starting off with the cross-country ski 
race at 9 A. M. and ending with the 
ski jumping competition on Beech Hill 
at 3:30.
The meet will feature the best ski­
ers and snowshoers of both colleges 
in cross-country ski and snowshoe 
runs, slalom and downhill ski races 
ski jumping, snowshoe dashes, ski and 
snowshoe relay races, and combined 
events. It is the second dual meet for 
New Hampshire, the Wildcats having 
taken part in a similar meet with 
Maine at Orono last year.
Rules of the contest allow each team 
to enter sixteen competitors, including 
four snowshoers and twelve skiers. As 
many men as desired can take part in 
each event. Results will be scored on 
an individual basis with the total de­
termining the winning team.
In carnival competition so far this 
season New Hampshire has placed 
ahead of Maine on a team scoring 
basis, placing third and just ahead of 
the Bears at the Dartmouth carnival 
and taking second at Middlebury with 
Maine in fifth position, but the change 
in scoring which will be used here 
will make the match an even proposi­
tion for both teams. Coach Paul C. 
Sweet of the Wildcats believes that 
his skiers will have theirwork cut out 
for them with the stiff competition 
which Coach Theodore Curtis, faculty 
manager o f athletics at Maine, will 
bring down with him tomorrow. New 
Hampshire won the competition last 
year by a two-point margin with a 
score of 42 to 40.
New Hampshire will be severely 
handicapped in the meet without the 
services of Jimmie Scudder, brilliant 
sophomore cross-country skier, who 
placed second in that event at the 
Middlebury carnival last week-end, 
He has been under tha doctor’s care 
during the week, and his absence will 
be quite a blow to Wildcat hopes as 
he has placed well in meets to date. 
He is a valuable slalom and downhill 
man, besides being a potent cross­
country star.
Coach Sweet had not definitely pick­
ed the men to represent the Blue and 
White cause at press time, but they 
will be selected from the following: 
Chase, Cochrane, Damon, Frank, Ha- 
weeli, Johnson, J. Jones, R. Jones. 
Long, Scudder or Wolcott, Whitcher. 
and Hussey as alternate; snowshoers. 
Quinn, Durgin, Barton, Munton, and 
Stenzel.
On Tuesday Coach Sweet with Jere 
Chase and Norman Haweeli laid out
a new downhill course on the North 
side of Beech Hill. The trail is short 
and not too fast, but it is the best 
that is available in Durham. It was 
packed down hard with snowshoes and 
should be comparatively fast for the 
race tomorrow. Although the course 
is only one quarter of a mile long. 
Coach Sweet describes it as full of 
sharp turns that will require the skier 
to have his skis under control all of 
the time. Following the meet the new 
trail will be open to anyone.
The schedule o f events:
9:00 A.M. Cross-country ski race: 
starting at horse barn just 
beyond R.R. bridge on Con- 
’ cord pike and finishing 
there.
9:30 A.M. Cross - country snowshoe 
race, starting by hockey 
rink behind the gym and 
ending there.
10:30 A.M. Slalom race. McNutt’s hill. 
1:30 P.M. Snowshoe 100-yard dash.
Memorial Field.
1:45 PJVI. Ski and Snowshoe 
race (100 yards 
Memorial Field.
2:30 P.M. Downhill ski race.
side of Beech hill.
A combined event will also be scored 
The first four men in each event, ex­
cept the relay, will be scored 5-3-2-1 
The winner of the relay scores £ 




Wildcats Lose to 
Dartmouth 4-1
Lone New Hampshire Score 
Made by Bull Martin 
in Last Period
R.O.T.C. Men to get
Jobs from Funds
As an amendment to the record- 
breaking army fund passed by the 
House, provision is made for the train­
ing of 1,000 R.O.T.C. reserve officers 
for one year in the regular army, fifty 
of whom will be given permanent com­
missions after a year’s service. Said 
chairman McSwain of the Military A f­
fairs Committee in defense of the 
Amendment: “ If you don’t pass this 
amendment the door is closed to those 
boys.”
By John J. Finn
Strafford National Bank, Dover, N. H.
S afe  Deposit B oxes for R ent
A m erican Express T raveler’s Checks for Sale
I t ’s a Pleasure x
To serve you one of our 
Delightful Noonday Specials
GRANT’S CAFE
‘Where Old Friends Meet’
Apologies for last week’s issue: The 
Blonde Bomber objects to the use of 
“ stayed three rounds,” and Mel Zais 
doesn’t want to be “ asked” about his 
ability insisting he never had a basket­
ball in his hands prior to this year.
The Blonde Bomber of S.A.E., the 
talkative hashslinger, the heel about 
town, to wit, Frankie Wageman is due 
to whip up business for the Boston 
morgues via crunching bones, mashing 
noses, etc., etc., etc., this coming Mon­
day at the Boston Arena in the eli­
minations for the New England cham­
pionships. We’ve been honored with 
the assignment of towel-swinger. 
blood-absorber and general pickerup- 
per. Follow this thrilling serial in 
next week’s episode of “ The Rise and 
Fall of Phil’s Brother.”
A slice of Bill Cunningham’s col­
umn: “ Johnny Garrison, captain of 
the American hockey team, although 
a Harvardian, is a popular young 
Gentleman.”
Wait a minute— Jimmy Melton’s 
getting ‘ ‘Alone” off his chest.
O.K. Oh! Joe Nolan scored one of 
the fastest knockouts ever seen in 
Boston amateur shows— just 17 sec­
onds. This means Joe enters the fin­
als some time in March for the New 
England championships. This is what 
Frankie intends to do. Incidentally 
it’s the 112 pound class for Frank. I 
guess one might hazard a guess that 
maybe he has a slight possibility of 
coming through (erect).
At the time of the writing, Dart­
mouth is “ entertaining” New Hamp­
shire’s hockey team. Would it be trea­
son to murmur that the boys from the 
woods look a trifle too rugged?
Looking hastily at the frosh hoop- 
ster’s record, it might be disclosed that 
they’ve won 3 and lost 4, with 3 to 
go— B.U., who has beaten them once: 
New Hampton and Hebron.
Which reminds us how fast the term 
slides. The varsity basketeers have 
only four more games with two here— 
Springfield and Tufts. Hockey by the 
time this is out will be history, frosh 
and varsity relay has closed and the 
ski team has one more— shall we say 
chance ?— the twenty second at Dur­
ham with Maine.
The Sophomore Hop is Saturday— 
tomorrow. It’s only $1.65 a couple 
and you Sophs should plan to spend 
the evening at the gym. President 
George is turning grey-haired at the 
thoughts of a small crowd. A little 
spirit and it’ll go over the top.
A fighting Wildcat hockey team 
dropped its final game of the season 
to a strong Dartmouth club, which 
has defeated some of the leading col­
lege teams in the East, 4 to 1 on the 
Davis arena in Hanover. Captain Paul 
Guibord led his Indians in scoring 
with two goals, one of them on a 
penalty shot.
Dartmouth got the first goal of the 
game when Lewis shoved the puck by 
Norris after receiving a pass from 
Bennett, big defenseman and football 
star.
Mitchner drew the first penalty of 
the game in the second period at which 
time the New Hampshire boys suc­
ceeded in keeping the puck clear from 
the Hanoverites and threatened con­
sistently, with Red Kerr doing yoe- 
man service. Guibord scored his first 
goal in this period on a penalty shot 
which put the Dartmouth team ahead 
by two points.
The Wildcats started fast in the 
final period. The Martin boys pulled 
the puck out of a skirmish and took 
the rubber down the ice with Bull pok­
ing it into the nets on a fine pass from 
Russ, who had returned to the fray 
after injuring his leg in the second 
frame. At this point the big Green 
put on the pressure.
Bob Feagre, the Dartmouth sopho­
more goalie played an outstanding 
game in the net and clearly demon­
strated why he is rated as one of the 
best in the East. Though the Indians 
dominated the play throughout, it was 
a fast contest and a close game.
This completed a mediocre season 
for the Wildcat pucksters, but Chris 
is looking forward to next season with 
hopes for another championship outfit. 
Captain Schipper, Kerr, and Peder- 
zani are the only letter men who will 
be missing 'from next year’s rostei*. 
There will be many promising men up 
from this year’s Frosh outfit, and it 
has been rumored that Bill Facey 
leading scorer of the 1935 team will 
return to the fold if “ Chris will sup­
ply the team with baseball caps.” 
Here’s hoping that we have lots of 
good ice next winter and a lot of home
S T A R  t h e a t r e
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Bennett Id W. Martin
Fitzpatrick rd Mitchner
Feagre g Norris
Spares— Dartmouth: Ruggles, Taft. 
Barett, Delvin, Mather, Lewis, Wan- 
stall, Butler. N. H.: Pederzani, Rog­
ers, Merrill, R. Martin. Penalties: R. 
Martin, Mitchner (2). Referees Hugh­
es and Rogers.
MAGAZINE SHELF
(continued from page two
pathy or willingness is afforded new 
and revolutionary ideas.
According to Mr. Friedrich, a great 
weakness lies in the fact that oui 
universities have been shaped by “ hun- 
drum minds with administrative abili­
ty” rather than by men of vision and 
breadth. Such officials divide their 
faculty members into “ regulars” and 
“ trouble-makers,” the latter type be 
ing those who are making an effort to 
infuse students with some spark of 
interest in the problems about them 
problems without a knowledge of 
which they can never be called tho­
roughly educated. It is this profes­
sional orthodoxy,” this discouraging 
of seekers after solutions to our prob­
lems which to the author is the very 
essence of our educational problem in
Friday, February 21, 9 A.M.
The. storm which was centered off 
the middle Atlantic coast last night 
has apparently moved eastward and 
Durham may expect little if any snow 
from it. Polar air from the interior 
of Canada has continued to cover ail 
the country east of the Rockies this 
week, but it is being considerably mo­
dified, and Warmer air from the Gulf 
which is over-riding it, is causing con­
siderable cloudiness and occasional 
in. In the far southwest a warmer 
air mass is moving northeastward and 
between it and the Polar air there are 
several storms centered but as yet, 
they are of slight intensity. One was 
centered yesterday over New Mexico, 
another was in Idaho, while a third 
was entering the continent from off 
the Washington coast. These storms 
will continue to move slowly eastward, 
but unless deflected by a fresh out­
burst of Polar continental air, they 
will pass through the central part of 
the country and down the St. Law­
rence valley.
For Durham and Vicinity: Fair and 
warmer today. Mostly westerly winds.
Saturday: Increasing cloudiness and 
slowly rising temperatures. Snow 
may begin sometime during the after­
noon or evening and it will possibly 
change to rain. Southerly winds.
Sunday: Probably clearing and some 
what colder. Winds shifting to the 
northwest.
Temperatures will again be below 
freezing for the weekend with tha 
possible exception of Saturday after­
noon.
Donald H. Chapman, 
Geology Department.
America.
On the positive side, Mr. Friedrich 
states that “ sensitivity to the general 
movement of ideas in the community 
is a prime requisite for really signifi­
cant work.” He sites the case of Pier­
re de la Ramee who, in spite, of the 
disgust which the faculty of Paris 
felt at his opinions and ideas, was 
awarded his degree because “ they 
could not afford to disregard the pow­
erful impression which the candidate 
had made upon the assembled student 
body.”
The tenor of a university is largely 
determined by the views of its stu­
dents. It is in their numbers and in the 
breadth of their opinions that tha 
conventionality or progressiveness of 
the institution lies. The faults and 
weakenesses of the American college 
here stated are largely the faults of 
American students and can be correct­
ed inasmuch as these students them­
selves become alive and socially mind­
ed. It is only through numbers and 
enthusiasm that change is brought 
about. The tremendous student body 
of any university has the power to 
make of an institution a vital force 
in the community and state, a force 
whose effects may be far-reaching by 
reason of activity and example. Num­
bers there are. It remains for students 
to become aware, enthusiastic, and to 
act.
Economy Plus!
Are you aware of the advantages of the 21-meal ticket? 7 
Breakfasts, 7 Dinners, and 7 Suppers for $5.50 on a ticket that 
may be used by you, your roommate, or your guest, affords the 
greatest economy in board. Try one!
For those who prefer the Cafeteria ticket, a $6.00 value is of­
fered for $5.25. £
University Dining Hall
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Common Sense Lacking In
Students Says Dr. Prince
Capitalism
(continued from page one)
not survive,”  stated Dr. Davis. “ We 
must change our system of distribu­
tion as we must change our technolo­
gical processes.”
“ Modern capitalism may be defined 
as an economic system under which 
production and finance are becoming- 
concentrated into larger and larger 
units owned by a decreasing minority 
in their interests,”  according to Dr. 
Davis.
The speaker briefly reviewed the 
stages through which we have come 
to the present stage of modern capital­
ism, showing an evolution involving a 
trend from commercial capitalism af­
ter the beginning of the Industrial 
Revolution to the present system of 
imperialistic financial capitalism. Eu­
ropean Fascism is, according to Mr. 
Davis, merely a brief and temporary 
stage of capitalism. Dictatorships do 
not last.
The basic philosophy of the capital­
ist system, stated Mr. Davis, involves 
six norms which are: first, individual 
right to acquisition; second, rugged in­
dividualism; third, free competition; 
fourth, free contracts, to apply for la­
bor as employers; fifth, equal oppor­
tunity, and last and foremost, self- 
interest. These norms have been dis­
regarded in practice, said Dr. Davis 
except for the last one that being the 
profit motive. Without this norm the 
capitalist system could not survive.
‘ ‘We have entered into an age of 
corpocracy,”  stated the eminent phil­
anthropist. “ Corporations control most 
of our wealth and at the present rate, 
within forty years, they will control 
all the wealth.” Dr. Davis supported 
this far-reaching statement with num­
erous examples of the way in which 
corporations extract money from the 
people during the war, and the hokus- 
pokus methods of the public utilities 
of today. The Senatorial hearings 
suggested Dr. Davis are more exciting 
than the most fascinating detective 
story, and their plots are just as sub­
tly hidden, public utility corporations 
being of necessity very adept at hid­
ing their unpaid taxes, for example: 
the average cost of all public utility 
services per family amounts to $400 
a year, according to Dr. Davis.
What has happened in the U.S. was 
summarized by Dr. Davis when he 
stated that our system of distribution 
lags behind production thus causing 
a maladjustment. We have, in the 
first place, an increased amount of en­
ergy at our disposal, stated Dr. Davis 
and, secondly, wages have decreased 
while prices have remained high; 
thirdly, advance in invention has caus­
ed 11 million workers to become per­
manently unemployed; fourthly, rug­
ged individualism has been displaced 
by the interpenetration of network 
which prevents individualism; and 
finally, an enormous amount of so- 
called surplus goods have been des­
troyed.
In conclusion, Dr. Davis advocated 
government regulation without regi­
mentation in order to have a democra­
tic process permeate the whole system, 
both economic and political. “ We must 
organize as producers. We must or­
ganize into trade unions and cooper­
atives to get more purchasing power 
into the hands of the people. Also we
Common sense is the big secret 
behind a healthy body, according to 
Dr. William Prince, our popular Uni­
versity physician. In an exclusive in­
terview in his office at the Hood House 
he confided that students as a whole 
are sadly deficient in this mysterious 
and rare element called common sense. 
In fact, the doctor and nurses at the 
Hood House are so thoroughly aware 
of this fact that they never depend on 
the student’s common sense when they 
give him advice.
Startling as it may seem on the sur­
face, this is nothing new to anyone 
who understands human nature and 
least of all to the medical profession. 
Ever since time immemorial, man has 
subjected his body to the worst abuses, 
only to be innocently surprised when 
his physical machinery goes out of 
gear. This lackadaisical attitude on 
the part of human beings has been a 
sore spot to the enthusiasts of preven­
tive medicine. And so, says Dr. Prince, 
it is of no use to tell the students with 
a cold to resort to a fluid diet, insofar 
as possible, and to refrain from smok­
ing, which further increases the in­
flammation of the already inflamed 
mucous membranes o f the mouth, and 
to brush his teeth often and in general 
to keep his mouth clean by gargling 
with salt or an anticeptic, and above 
all, to have plenty o f rest and sleep.
No, it isn’t human for students tc 
resist smoking during the course of a 
cold, nor to omit the chocolate 
cream pie or fudge cake from the 
menu in favor of orange juice or hoi 
soup, nor to retire at nine or so when 
bull sessions, bridge games and dates 
with the secret passion are so much 
more intriguing. So when the sneeze 
develops into a flourishing cold it’s 
“double quick” to the Hood House to 
gratefully accept a half dozen pills or 
some Dobelle’s gargle tablets expect­
ing them to perform miracles. But 
they don’t. They don’t even break 
up a cold, says Dr. Prince, and they 
aren’t worth a row of pins as far as 
their power to kill germs is concerned. 
In fact their only virtue lies in the 
fact that they help to keep the mouth 
clean and rob the germs of a favor­
able environment. Some pills act like 
aspirin in that they make the patient
ALL-STARS DEFEAT 
FACULTY TEAM 24-18
The All-Star women’s basketball 
team defeated the faculty team of the 
women’s physical education depart­
ment by a score of 24-18, Wednesday 
evening.
The team will go to Ha?verhill, 
Mass., on February 24, to compete m 
the Y.W.C.A. games.
The forwards on the All-Star team 
are Evelyn Craton, captain, Dorothy 
Colman, Clara Morse, Elizabeth Moore 
and Muriel Chase. The guards are 
Eleanora Boston, Eleanor Martin, Bar­
bara Edgerly, Augusta Timberlake, 
and Elizabeth Brown.
Notice
There will be a Senior Class party, 
Monday, February 24th at 7:30 P. M. 
in the Commons Trophy room. The 
entertainment will be movies of foot­
ball, skiing, and campus events. Coach 
Carl Lundholm will give a short talk.
must organize as religious believers to 
aid in the formation of character 
building. Our hope in America lies in 
the extent to which we are willing to 
scientifically study the whole situation, 
and then organize accordingly.” Such 
was the advice of the speaker. He 
left after presenting the question: 
“ Which side will you take— that o f the 
status quo, or that of progressive 
change?” Dr. Davis who has been 
in close contact with the movement in 
Russia stated that the Soviet Union 
:s definitely progressive. Whether 
their course of action is necessary or 
not depends on the situation in each 
country, he said.
The lecture was ended by a half 
hour open forum in which the pleasing 
personality and wit of the speaker left 
a stimulating effect on the audience 
as was evident by the sincere applause 
accorded Dr. Davis.
insensible to his physical discomforts, 
and so help tide him over until the 
cold germ loses its virulence.
There are only seven or eight stu­
dents at the Hood House at the pre­
sent time, according to Dr. Prince. 
Two o f them are cases of septic sore 
throat and one a case o f pneumonia. 
Colds are prevalent at the time and 
are the main cause of excused absenc­
es from classes and exams.
Dr. Snook Recent
Speaker Here
Doctor Mary Poland Snook of Ches­
terfield, Mass., spoke to a group of 
premedical students and faculty mem­
bers on “ Women in Medicine,”  at the 
Commons, under the auspices of Phi 
Sigma.
Doctor Snook stated that the field 
of medicine for women is growing lar­
ger every year, and that more and 
more women are entering this field 
every year. Women in this field, she
said, have had a very hard time to 
find a medical school that would admit 
them. Today there are more than 
7,000 women have become registered 
in this profession.
Dr. Snook, in her own terminology, 
is at present a rural general practi­
tioner. She is a graduate o f the Uni­
versity of New Hampshire, class of 
1919, and a graduate of Boston Uni­
versity Medical school. She was a 
member of Phi Gamma, the predeces­
sor of Phi Sigma.
The meeting was in charge o f Her­
bert Gifford. After Dr. Snook’s dis­
course, refreshments were served.
Copyright 1936, The American Tobacco Company
A LIGHT SMOKE
OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO
Luckies are less acid. One of the chief con­
tributions of the Research Department in 
the development of A  L IG H T  SM O K E  is 
the private Lucky Strike process, “ IT ’S 
T O A S T E D .” This preheating process at 
higher temperatures consists of four main
stages, which involve carefully controlled 
temperature gradations. Quantities of unde­
sirable constituents are removed. In effect, 
then, this method of preheating at higher 
temperatures constitutes a completion or ful­
fillment of the curing and aging processes.
Luckies are less acid
I t  ttecen* chemical tests show* 
pi; that other popular brands 
\ have an excess of acidity 
if: ove* lucky Strike of from 
P  •• ' 53* to 100%*
— "IT’S TOASTED"
Your throat protection-against irritation
-against cough
